QEP Operational Ten Commandments

1. We will be **ACTIVE** participants (QEP Committee & Sub-Committee).

2. We will become **KNOWLEDGEABLE** of the QEP Booklet and other Resources.

3. We will **RESPECT** the QEP process (Preparation, Assignments, and Timelines).

4. We will maintain a **POSITIVE** Attitude.

5. We will have a **COOPERATIVE** and **UNIFIED** Spirit.

6. We will work **DILIGENTLY** to complete all assignments On-TIME.

7. We will **ENCOURAGE** and **SUPPORT** each other throughout this process.

8. We will **CONDUCT** ourselves in a **CHRIST-CENTERED** manner.

9. We will prayerfully **ASK** and **TRUST GOD** to direct us throughout this process.

10. We will not entertain or talk about our **DOUBTS**, **DISCOURAGEMENTS**, or QUIT until **AFTER** we have completed a Quality QEP Document, presented it to the administration and the work of the QEP Development Committee has been officially terminated.

THANK YOU FOR SERVING ON THIS COMMITTEE. YOU ARE APPRECIATED!!!!

Dr. Theodore Brown Sr., Ph.D.